Morkie Shorkie Maltipoo Training

We believe starting puppy out with the basic's is important. Puppies need to be trained to be well behaved and mannerly. Basic Obedience is required to accomplish this. We highly encourage everyone to use the “Perfect Puppy” Video Vol. 6 by Cesar Milan. It's the easiest, fastest, and cheapest way to go in the long run. Cost approx. 32.00 One can always resell their copy on Amazon.com It'll be sold by end of the day!

The earlier you can start the better. It's much easier when puppies are young as they tend to be alittle gulliable. And, are open for your directions readily. Fast pace corrections with treats work well. Consider it to a boot camp crash coarse in puppy manners.

Although Cesar doesn't reward treat as much as we do though. We need to train these puppies asap. We don't have time to train. The food really works faster. It's just bribery really. But, you will need a specific reward treat to use. Only for rewards. We like xxx tiny bits of hot dogs. We keep them frozen and thaw out a link to dice up into xxx tiny piece's.

Some people do allow negative behaviors. Such as allowing puppies to chew on toes and fingers. Jump up on people. Bark beyond what you feel comfortable with. Being overly protective....Nip these in the bud asap. When puppy is smaller.

If you put in your time now, you'll yield the benefits for the next 15 years much sooner than others. Who choose to put it off.